The object of this paper is to classify (up to inner automorphism) the primitive, maximal rank, reductive subalgebras of the (complex) exceptional Lie algebras. By primitive we mean that the subalgebras correspond to (possibly disconnected) maximal Lie subgroups.
= [α(<p), α(+)]Vα e TF. Denote by (φ, ψ) the standard inner product on Λ*, the dual space to h, given by the CartanKilling form. Now let p be reductive, i.e., p is given uniquely as the direct sum of simple algebras and its center. Thus there exists nonisomorphic simple Lie subalgebras of g: X λ , X 2 , •••, X r such that p = X*10 0 X r k r 0 T where T is the center of p and where Xf* denotes the direct sum of all ideals of p isomorphic to X i9 and ft; is the number of such ideals. Note that since Xι = (h f) X { ) 0 Σ? e φ , where the φ are unique, K Xi and W x . make sense. LEMMA 
Lei g< = X^. Then W p a W qi .
Proof. Let a e W p . Let / be an inner automorphism of g representing a. Then f(p) -p. Also f{Xι) is an ideal of p isomorphic to Xi. Thus f(Xi) c g 4 since all ideals of p isomorphic to X { are in Qi. Hence /(g<) = g { and α e TΓ ff .. Let 2 be a subalgebra of g with Cartan subalgebra h z c Λ. Assume that z is regular (in the sense of Dynkin [2] ), i.e., let K t = {φ e Kg \ e φ a z}, then z = fe z 0 Σ^e^/^ Denote by If, 1 all of the roots in K g orthogonal to the set K z . Let h z L be the subspace of h orthogonal to h z .
Let Proof. In such an algebra X? 1 + X + h = I.
If I = g, then g can be decomposed into to direct sum of two ideals, which contradicts the fact that g is simple.
As an immediate application of this corollary we get: COROLLARY We shall refer to these as type I roots and type // roots respectively. The roots of type I will be denoted by ± i ± j when no confusion arises; e.g., -z 2 + z 3 is denoted by -2 + 3, etc. The roots of Type II will be denoted by the corresponding sequences of signs, e.g., l/2(^ + z 2 -z 3 + z 4 -z 5 -z 6 -z Ί + z 8 ) = (+ H μ h). We take E 6 and E 7 to be regular subalgebras of E 8 . The roots of E Ί are all of those roots of E 8 orthogonal to 7 + 8. Thus 8 ΓΊ K Eγ = {±(* ***** H ) I an odd number of the * are -and the others are +} .
The roots of ϋ7 β £ E 7 are as follows:
(Π) 6 = (7J) 8 Π iΓ^6 = { + (***** + H ) I and odd number of the * are -and the others are +} .
When no confusion arises, we shall write merely (I) or (II). Also, we note that (I) s generates a maximal rank subalgebra, which we also denote by (I) s (or sometimes by (I)). The algebra (I) s is maximal in E s .
We note that all roots of E s have the same length, τ/ΊΓ. Thus the Weyl group acts transitively in each of these algebras. As observed in Corollary 3.3. of [3] , the Cartan subalgebras in E s are primitive.
In order to classify the primitive, reductive, maximal rank subalgebras we need some information about their Weyl groups. We note first that the reflections about roots of type I are just determined by signed permutations of z 19 •••, z 8 . For if a and β are roots, then
We can thus, for example, identify S a with the transposition Gii:::|) ^ « = i-2, and with (_l_ll:::l) if_«= 1 + 2. Suppose a 2 is a root of type //. Since (a 2 , a t ) = 0, a 2 = ±(+ + ******), say (+ + ******).
Let β = (--******), where β is taken to agree with a in the last six signs. We now proceed with the classification of the primitive, maximal rank, reductive subalgebras, p, of E s .
The general plan of attack in classifying the possible algebras p will be to assume that X 1 is some particular algebra, say A z or D 4 , etc., and then to conjugate X x (by Weyl group elements) into a form suitable for deciding whether or not the various maximal rank, reductive subalgebras with X γ as an ideal are primitive. Theorem 2.1 is used for the latter. The number of cases to consider is kept small this way since there are only a few choices for X 19 and, of course, the rank of X 1 is limited by 8. In particular, X λ cannot be B n , C n , G 2 or F A since the roots of E s have only one length. Because the arguments are essentially the same, we treat E Q , E 7 and E 8 together.
We consider the following cases for X^. (i) In E 8 let K Al = {±(7 + 8)}. This can be done without loss of generality since the Weyl group acts transitively. Then At = E 7 . As is easily checked, A x 0 E 7 is maximal, and hence primitive.
(ii) In E 7 , let K Aι = {±(7 -8)}. Since the roots of Y must be orthogonal both to 7 -8 (AJ and to 7 + 8 (since they are roots of E 7 ), Y must have only roots of type I. Then , w t of h so that the roots of Dι are just ±Wi ± w 3 , 1 ^ ί < j ^ L Now Wi ± ^2 are orthogonal. Thus by Lemma 2.1 we can assume {±w 1 ± ?^2} = {±1 ± 2} in E s . w 2 -w z is not orthogonal to ^ + w 2 nor to Wj . -w 2 . But any type J/ root is orthogonal either to 1 -2 or to 1 + 2. Thus w 2 -w 3 is of type 7. By use of a signed permutation fixing the set {±1 + 2}, we can take w 2 -w z to be 2 -3. Clearly w 2 + w z then becomes 2 + 3 under this same signed permutation. Thus we may assume ±1 ± 2, ±2±3 and therefore ±1 ± 3 are roots of D x . Continuing in this way, we can assume ±i±j, 1 ^ i < j ^ I, are roots of D z . These are all the roots of D ly and hence the first part of the lemma is proved.
Now in fact what we saw was that if D ι has only type / roots, then up to conjugacy by a signed permutation the roots of Ό ι are ±i±3, l^i <j ^l.
Thus it is sufficient for establishing the last part of the lemma to assume that the roots of
Let g e W Dι . Suppose, contrary to the assertion, that g is not a signed permutation. Then by Theorem 2.1, either g = fS a , or g = fSβS a , f a signed permutation, and a, β roots of type IT with (α, β) = 0. In the first case, either S a (l + 2) or S a (l -2) is of type //, and thus fS a (l + 2) or fS a (l -2) is of type /I, and hence not in K DV contradicting the assumption that ge W Dr For the second case, let g = fS a S β , (a, β) = 0, and let i±j e K Dι . As above, g(i ± j) e K Dι S (I). Thus S a S β (ί ± j) S (/). Now if a and βj disagree in sign in one of the i or j positions, and agree in the other, then S a Sβ(i ± J) are both in (II). (We see this by observing S a S β = S β S a , and if (7, a) = 0, then S a (i) = 7. i -j is orthogonal to one of a and β, and i + j to the other). Thus a and β must agree in both the i and j positions, or both disagree. Changing i and j, we see that a and β must totally agree or totally disagree on positions 1, 2, , I. If I > 4, this contradicts (α, /9) = 0. This completes the proof of the lemma.
We now return to the case at hand, namely A\ 0 D 6 in E 8 . By Lemma 1. This all implies that k L can't just be 3. In fact, the same kind of reasoning implies that k± must be even if k λ > 1. k γ -6 is not possible, since, by Lemma 2.1, we can assume K A * consists of six of the following eight roots, together with their negatives: 1 ± 2, 3 ± 4, 5 ± 6, 7 ± 8. But then JBΓi y consists of the other two, and we have two more summands of A λ . Thus k 1 -4 and k λ = 8 are the only possibilities. By Corollary 1.5, then, the only remaining possibilities are A\ ® D 4 and A\, where K A * ΦD4 = {±(1 ± 2), ±(3 ± 4), ±i ± j, 5 ^ i < j ^ 8} and K A s = {±(1 ± 2), ±(3 ± 4), ±(5 ± 6) ± (7 ± 8)}.
We 7 we may assume that the first copy of A 1 is given by K Al = {±(7 -8)}, and the second by {±(1 -2)}, using Lemma 2.1. Just as k λ had to be even in the E 8 case above, the same argument shows that k 1 must be odd for E 7 , and thus k γ = 3,5 or 7, as k ι > 1. But if k γ = 5, then K A \ = {±1 ± 2, ±3 ± 4, ±(7 -8)} up to signed permutations, and thus K 
We show that A\φD 4 is primitive. Let α = (H h + + + H ), /3 = ( h + + + + h). Then S^S,, is in W^3 e2?4 . Let g be a subalgebra of E 7 properly containing A\ 0 A and invariant under W A \<£ Dήr Suppose K q contains a root of type I not in K A^@D^ Then K q contains all of (7) 7 , using the algebra multiplication [, ] of q. Now S β S a (2 -S)eK q a root of type //. Thus, since (I) 7 is a maximal subalgebra of E 7 , q = E 7 . On the other hand, if K q contains a root, 7, of type (//), then, since
But this is one of the four roots ±2 ± 3 which is not in Kφ Di .
Thus q = ϋ^ by the previous argument, and A\ 0 Z) 4 is primitive. Now consider A[. We claim that this is primitive also, K AΊ = {±1 ± 2, ±3 ± 4, ±5 ± 6, ±(7 -8)} .
Let q be a subalgebra properly containing Aϊ and invariant under W A \, and in particular under (c) (13) (24), (d) (35) (46), (e) Q _^ __g 4 1111)=/ and iS^Sα, where α=(+ -+ + + + + -) and /3=(-+ + + + + -+).
If ίΓ g contains a root of type I not in i£^, then using (c), (d) and the algebra multiplication we see K q contains all of (I) 7 . Further, Note. As can be seen in the last few arguments, the crucial thing in demonstrating that a given subalgebra p is primitive is knowing which elements of W p to use in showing that larger algebra invariant under W p is E a . The arguments thereafter are just like the ones above. Thus, from now on, rather than show in detail why a given algebra is primitive, we shall simply indicate which elements of W p one uses (iii) In E 6 we can assume K A \ -{±1 ± 2}, by Corollary 1.5. Then K A * gΞ (J) 6 . In this case, as in E 8 , we must have k x even, by the same arguments,, k γ = 6 is impossible since (/) 6 doesn't contain K A *. Thus only A\ 0 A 3 and A\ remain. We claim that neither of these is primitive.
K A 2$ As = {±1 ±2, ±3 ± 4, ±4 ±5, ±3 ± 5}. We show that W A ι @As £ W (/ ) 6 . Let geW A 2 ΘA3 -g cannot be of the form fS α ,f a signed permutation and α e (//) 6 , for either fS α (l -2) or fS α (l + 2) would be in {Π) Q1 and thus not in K A *® As . Suppose g = fS β S α , (α 9 β) = 0,/ a signed permutation, α, βe(Π) C) . As we saw in the proof of Lemma 2.3 (since A 3 = JD 3 ), /5 and α: must agree in each of positions 3, 4 and 5, or disagree in these three position. Similarly they must agree or disagree in both positions 1 and 2. Since they are both in (7/) 6 , they must totally agree or totally disagree in positions 6, 7, 8. It is impossible, then, for α and β to agree in exactly four positions, contradicting (α, β) = 0. Thus g must be in W (/ ) 6 , and W A 2 @As c W {T)Q . SO 4ξφ4 3 is not primitive.
We now consider the last case, A\. K A * = {±1 ± 2, ±3±4}. Here we show that W A * S W D , where K Dιί = {±i ± j 11 ^ i < j ^ 4}, and thus that A\ is not primitive. Let g e W A *. As above, g -fS α is not possible, as fS α (K A *) g (J) β If ^ = fS β S α , as above, α and /S must agree in both positions 1 and 2 or disagree in both, and similarly for positions 3 and 4. Also, as α y β e (II) Q > they totally agree or totally disagree in positions 6, 7 and 8. Since (α, β) = 0, α and β must agree in exactly four positions, and these must be 1, 2, 3 and 4 or 5, 6, 7 and 8. In either case, S α S β e W A \ and S α S β e W DA (by computation). Then /= gS β S α £ W A *. But a signed permutation in W A \ is clearly also in W ΌC Thus feW Di , and g = fS β S α e W Di , and A\ is not primitive.
Before beginning Case 2, we prove a lemma about subalgebras A ι S #*. Proof. Let h be the fixed Cartan subalgebra of E s . Let h t^h be the Cartan subalgebra of A t . We can choose vectors w γ , •••, w I+1 in Λ such that ^ is the hyperplane in the span of {w lf " ,w ι+1 } determined by the Wι -w i+1 , 1 ^ i ^ Z. We can assume that the Wi -w i+1 are the simple roots of A t , since Z < s in all cases. We can assume w 1 -w 2 is 1 -2, by conjugating with a Weyl group element. If w 2 -w 3 is of type /, then a signed permutation can conjugate {w x -w 2 , w 2 -w 3 } to {1 -2, 2 -3}. If w 2 -w 3 is of type //, it must have the form ±(H ******). Using a signed permutation, we can assume that w 2 -w s is (+ -+ + ****). Let β = (+ -I + ****), where β and ^2 -w 3 agree in the last four positions. Then £^(1 -2) = 1 -2, S β (-i h+****) = -2 + 3. Hence we can assume w 2 -w 3 is a root of type I, and (w ί -w 2i w 2 -w 3 } = {1 -2, 2 -3}. Next consider w 3 -w 4 . If it is in (J) s , then using a signed permutation we can assume that w 3 -w 4 = S -4. If w 3 -W 4 G (II)s then since it is orthogonal to 1 -2 and not to 2 -3, using a signed permutation we can assume it is (+ + -+ +***.) Letting β = (+ + H h * * *), and using S β , we can assume w 3 -w 4 e (I) s .
Continuing in this way yields (a).
For (b) we do the E 8 case, E 6 and E 7 being entirely similar. By (a) we can assume Wι -w i+1 -i -(i + 1) for 1 ^ i ^ 6. Now if w 7 -w 8 is a root of type /, then since (w 7 -w 8 , i -(i + 1)) = 0 for 1 ^ i ^ 5, and (w 7 -t«; 8 , 6 -7) ^ 0, we can assume w 7 -w 8 is 7 -8 or 7 + 8, and if w 7 -w 8 is of type //, then it must be ±(+ + + + + H ) for the same reasons. Let α = (+ + + + + + + +). Then S a fixes i -(i + 1), i ^ 6, and takes w 7 -w 8 into a root of type /. Thus it is reduced to the previous case. The two forms (the one with 7 -8 and the one with 7 + 8) obtained here are not conjugate, since in the first case all the roots are orthogonal to (+ + + + + + + +), whereas in the second case no root is orthogonal to all of them. This completes the proof of (b).
In E 8 , we can take K A2 = {±(6 -7), ±(7 + 8), ±(6 + 8)}, since by Lemma 2.4 all A 2 in E 8 are conjugate. Then A 2 = E 6 . Now A 2 0 E Q is maximal and thus primitive.
(ii) In E τ , take K A2 = {±(7 -8), ±(+ + + + + -+ -), ±(+ + + + H h)} (by Lemma 2.4). Then Ag 1 = A 5 , where
, 5}. This is maximal, and thus primitive.
(iii) In E a , by Lemma 2.4, we can take i^2 = {±(l-2), ±(2-3), ±(1-3)}.
Then Ki 2 = {±4 ± 5, ±(+ + + ε x ε 2 + + -), ±(+ + + ε 3 ε 4 +) | ε ί Φ ε 2 , ε 3 = εj. Thus A 2 L -A 2 0 A 2 . Either we have a summand of A 19 and Case 1 applies, another summand of A 2 , violating k t = 1, or neither and hence a root orthogonal to p> contradicting primitivity by Corollary 1.6.
(b) k t >l (i) In E 8 , let one copy of A 2 have K Ao -{±a, ±/S, ±5} where ί = α: + /5, and let 7 be a root in another copy of A 2 . By Lemma 2.1 we can assume α = l + 2, 7 = 1 -2. Now (β, 1 + 2) ^ 0, and (β, 1 -2) = 0. Thus /9 must be of type II, and using a signed permutation we may assume /3=(+ + + + + + + +). Since [α, /S] = δ, we have δ = ( + + + + + +). The roots in the second copy of A 2 are orthogonal to 3 and /9, but not to 1 -2. Thus they are ±(1 -2), ±η, ±r, where η and τ are of type //. Using a signed permutation, then, which fixes z ι and z 2 , we can assume η=(Λ h + H ) and τ=(-h + + H ). Then JSΓij = {±(3 -4), ±(4 -5), ±(3 -5), ±(6 -7), ±(7 -8), ±(6-8)}, and A\-= A\ (two more copies). Thus YSA\.
If YΦ A\, then either Y= A ι @Z, which is already covered by Case 1, or Y -A 2 or A\. If 7= A 2 , then there is a root orthogonal to p in E 8 , which can't happen by Corollary 1.6. Thus Y = A\ and p = A\. This is primitive, as can be seen using the following elements of
W 4 : (46)(57)(38) and (]_ _\\\\ J. _] _|).
(ii) In E Ί we can assume that for one copy of A 2 , K Al = {±(7 -8), ±(+ + + + + -+ -), ±(+ + + + + --+)}. Ai S (I) 7 , since any root of A 2 L S E 7 must be orthogonal to 7 + 8 and, in this case, to 7 -8. Thus, by using signed permutations, we can assume that for the second copy of A 2 we have K A2 = {±(1 -2), ±(2 -3), ±(1 -3)}. Then K^ = {±(4 -5), ±(5 + 6), ±(4 + 6)}. Hence A\ is the only possibility. A\ is primitive, which can be seen using the elements a = (+ + + -+ -), β =(+ -+ + + -)• (iii) In E 6 we can assume that the first copy of A 2 has K A2 = {±(1 -2), ±(2 -3), ±(1 -3)}, by Lemma 2.4. Then At = A 2 φA 2 . As in subcase (a) (iii) of case 2, p = A\ is the only possibility. This is maximal in E 6 and hence primitive. (ii) InE 7 , Ai = A*®A X , where ίΓi 3 = {±4±5, ±5 ±6, ±(7-8)}. Either this violates k x = 1 or it has been included in a former case.
(iii) In E 61 At = A? with K$ 3 = {±4 ± 5}. This was treated in Case 1.
(b) k γ > 1. Then k x = 2 since the rank of A3 is greater than 8. (i) In E 8 there are two non-conjugate ways to imbed A\ in E 8 . We see this as follows. By Lemma 2.4 we can assume that the first copy of A z has K Λs = {±(i -j) 11 ^ ί < j ^ 4}. Let h be the Cartan subalgebra of the second copy of A B . We can assume the coordinates are chosen so that the roots are given by ±(wt -w 2 ){l ^ i <j ^ 4) . Now Wi -Wj is orthogonal to the roots of the first copy of A z . So if w 1 -w 2 is a root of type /, by use of a signed permutation we can assume that w x -w 2 is 5 -6. If w 1 -w 2 is of type //, it must be of the form +(+ + + + ****) in order to be orthogonal to the first copy of A 5 . But then conjugating by an element β which agrees with Wj_ -w 2 in all positions except 5 and 6 gives us a root of type I while keeping fixed the first copy of A 3 .
Thus we may assume
Wi_ -w 2 = 5 -6. Now if w 2 -w 3 is of type //, then it must be ±(+ + + + ε 5 ε 6 **), where ε 5 and ε 6 disagree, in order that it not be orthogonal to 5 -6. Now conjugating by a root β which agrees with w 2 -w 3 everywhere except in positions 6 and 7 we fix the first copy of A 3 and 5 -6 as well. w 2 -w 3 becomes a root of type 7, which can be assumed to be 6 -7, using a signed permutation. Thus, we can assume w 2 -w 3 = 6-7. Now w s -Wι must be orthogonal to 5 -6 but not to 6 -7, and, of course, orthogonal to the first copy of A 3 . If w z -w 4 is of type 77, then it must be of the form ±(+ + + + + H ) or ±(+ + + + + +)• Conjugating by (+ + + + + + + +) or (+ + + H ), respectively, we fix 5 -6, 6 -7 and the first copy of A*, while conjugating w 3 -w 4 into a root of type /, in particular ±(7 + 8). Hence we may assume w 3 -w 4 is of type J. There are two cases: w 3 -w 4 -7 + 8 or 7 -8.
Thus we have the two non-conjugate imbeddings of A\ in E 8 , namely
and These are not conjugate since in the first case there is a root, (+ + + + + + + +), orthogonal to K A *, whereas in the second case there is no such root.
But then in the first case, (A3) 1 Φ 0, and thus p has a factor of lower rank, which has already been covered in Cases 1 and 2. Thus only the second case need be considered. Here we claim that At is not primitive, and in fact that W A * £ W D *, where
Let g e W A *. If g is a signed permutation, then clearly g e W DŜ uppose g=fS a , where / is a signed permutation and ae (I/) 8 . Then S a must take all roots of A\ into roots of type /, and a -±(+ + + + + + + -) or ±(+ + + Λ h) and neither of these is a root of E 8 . Thus g Φ fS a . Finally, then, let g -fS β S a , (β, a) -0, / a signed permutation. But β and a must agree completely or disagree completely on the first four positions, by the same reasons as were used in the proof of Lemma 2.3. Thus, as (a, β) = 0, a and β must disagree completely or agree completely, respectively, on positions 5, 6, 7 and 8. But then S β S a € W A y and therefore / = gS a S β is in W A \. We already saw that this implies fe W D z since a and β agree or disagree completely on 1, 2, 3 and 4.
Thus g e W D *, and A\ is not primitive.
(ii) In E 7 we can assume for the first copy of A 5 that K H = {±1 ± 2, ±2 ± 3, ±1 ± 3}. Then as in Case 2, (a), (ii) above, A 3 L = i3 0i lt Then either p = A 3 : ©Λ,©4i, which was covered in Case 1, or p -A z φ A s and there is a root, namely the root of A ly orthogonal to p, and hence p isn't primitive (Corollary 1.6).
( = {±6 ± 7, ±7 ± 8, ±6 ± 8; all roots of type II having the same sign in positions 1 through 5}. Thus At = A+, and At is the only possibility in this case. This subalgebra is maximal, and thus primitive.
(ii) In E 7 , by Lemma 2.4, we can assume
Then Kj ά Φ 0, and there must be another summand. This has rank less than 4, and hence is covered by previous cases.
(iii) In E Q Lemma 2.4 implies that there are two possible imbeddings of A*, up to conjugacy. In both cases ϋΓi 4 Φ 0, and thus we obtain only cases previously considered. (ii) In E 7 , KD 4 Φ 0. The only possibilities here were covered by earlier cases.
(iii) In E 6J Ki 4 =0. In fact, D 4 is primitive in E 6ί which can be seen by using S β S a from (i) above, together with sign changes on the first five coordinates. To see this, let g e W Aγ . Then if g is a signed permutation, g e Wn 8 . Let g -fSa, f a signed permutation, a e (II) 8 .
Then S a must not take any root of K Aγ into a root of type //. The only possibilities are a = ±(+ + + + + + H ), which is not a root. Finally, suppose g = fS β S a , (β, cή = 0, / a signed permutation. But /S and α: must either agree completely or disagree completely in all positions, or else some root of K A? would be taken by S β S a into a root of type II, and fS β S a $ W Aγ . This violates (α, β) = 0. Hence if # G I^7, then g is a signed permutation, and W Aγ g TF^.
The only other case of A t g i? 8 is Z = 8. Since Λ, c A 7 c ^4 8 , using Lemma 2.4, we can assume that K Λs contains Then it is easy to see that this can only happen when
U {±(+ + + + + + + +), ±(+ + + + + + )} .
Then A 8 is maximal, and hence primitive.
(ii) In E 7 , A 5 g 4 h and we can assume by Lemma 2.4 that K Aδ c {±i ± j 11 ^ ί < j ^ 6}. Thus K Ab Φ 0, as it contains 7-8. Since K Aδ has rank less than 4, we have already covered these possibilities by previous cases.
Let a u a 2 , , oc 6 be the simple roots of A 6 . By Lemma 2.4 we can assume that for i ^ 4, a t = i -(i + 1), and <x 5 is either 5 -6 or 5 + 6. We have (α β , α { ) -0 for i ^ 4, and (α: β , αr B ) Φ 0. Thus α: 6 must be a root of type // of the form ±(+ + + + Λ 1 ) or ±(+ + + + H h) (since we are in E 7 ), and thus a δ must in fact be 5 -6. Now A 7 Z) A Q , and hence we can assume K A? = K A( . U {±(7 -8)}. A 7 is maximal, and thus primitive.
A 6 itself is not primitive, and in fact W Afi g W Aγ .
For let g e W AQ . If g is a signed permutation, then # e W^7 also. Suppose g = /Sf α , / a signed permutation, «: e (//) 7 . S α must take one of 1 -2, 2 -3, , or 5 -6 into a root of type //, for not all of the first six positions of a can have the same sign (in (I/) 7 ). Thus we can assume S a (l -2) is in (Π) 7 . Now if S α (3 -4), S α (4 -5) or S a (5 -6) is a root of type IT, say fS a (Z -4), then /S α (3 -4) and fS a (l -2) would be two orthogonal roots of type II in A 6 . Such a pair of roots does not exist. Thus S a must not take 3 -4, 4 -5, 5 -6 into roots of type //. a has the same sign on positions 3, 4, 5, 6, and must have in positions 1 and 2 different signs. There are four possibilities:
(a) ±(+ -+ + + + + -) (b) ±(+ + -) (c) ±(-+ + + +'+ + -) (d) ±(-+ + -) .
We note that in all four cases, aeK Aγ .
In cases (a) and (c), <xeK AQ , hence S a eW Aβ , and fe W AQ . By the remark above, fe W Aγ . Since
Thus g e W A7 .
In case (b), for i = 2, 3, 4, 5, fS a (i -(i + 1)) = f(i -(i + 1)), and these must not be ±(7 -8), as ±(7 -8) is orthogonal to all other roots of type I. Thus / fixes ±(7-8). Now / = /"/', where /' is a permutation, and /" changes some signs. Clearly, if /" changes any signs on /'(2), •••,/'(6), then it changes them all, or else some f(i -(i + 1)) ί K A& . Since /" must change an even number of signs, and /' must fix {7, 8}, then if /" changes any signs on /'(2), ,/'(6), it must also change sign on either /'(I) or 7, 8. In either case, /" changes sign on {/'(I), , , /'(6)} = {1, , 6}. Thus /" either changes all signs or no signs on 1,2, « ,6. Then fe W A6 , and therefore fe W A? . But aeK A? , and thus S a and fS a are in W A? .
In case (d), the argument is the same with 1 and 2 interchanged. Finally, let g = fS a S β , {a, β) = 0. Then since a and β are orthogonal, they can't totally agree or totally disagree in sign on 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. Hence there is some root i -j which S β S a takes into a type // root. We can assume S β S a (l -2) e {II) Ί . Now since all of % -j, 3 ^ ί <j ^ 6 are orthogonal to 1 -2, none of them are taken into roots of type I/, as there aren't two orthogonal type II roots in K AQ , as noted above. Thus a and β must totally agree or totally disagree in sign on 3, 4, 5 and 6. Since S β S a (l -2) e (II) 7 , β and a must agree on exactly one of positions 1 and 2. Thus a and β totally agree or totally disagree on five positions, contradicting (a, β) -0. Thus g cannot be of the form fS β S a .
(iii) In E 6 let A 5 c E 6 . We have A 4 c A 5 . Now by Lemma 2.4,
In the first case, there is a simple root in A 5 orthogonal to 1 -2, 2 -3, 3 -4 and not to 4 -5. This root must be of type II, so it is ±(+ + + H f-H ), and A 5 is the subalgebra generated by 1 -2, 2 -3, 3 -4, 4 -5 and (+ + + + -+ + -). But then K Aδ contains (+ + + + -{ -+), and thus we have considered this in previous cases.
In the second case, the argument is the same. Finally, A 6 cannot be imbedded in E 6 . For A δ c A*, and we can assume that K Aδ is one of the two possibilities described above. Then there would be a simple root a in K AQ orthogonal to 1 -2, 2 -3, 3 -4, and 4 -5 (resp. 4 + 5), and not orthogonal to (+ + + H h H ) (resp. (+ + + + H h)). This is impossible in E Q .
Case 8. X ι = E 7 . We need only consider E 7 c E 8 . There are seven mutually orthogonal roots of E 7 . By Lemma 2.1 we can assume that these roots are all of type 7. There is a root of type / orthogonal to these seven. This root is in K E7 , and thus we are done by previous cases.
Case 9. X, = E 6 . Let E 6 C E SJ S = 7, 8. D δ c E 6 . By Lemma 2.3 we can assume that K Dδ = {±i ± j \1 < i < j ^ 5}. There is no further root of type / in E 6 or else either we obtain D 6 c E 6 or we obtain five mutually orthogonal roots in E 6 , both impossible. Thus all other roots of E Q are of type II. We can assume that (+ + + + H h) is in K E% . But then K Efi Φ 0 in E 81 and hence we are done by previous cases. In E 7 , E 6 is maximal and hence primitive.
3* F 4 * The roots of F 4 are described as follows. Let z 19 z 2 , z 31 z 4 be the standard orthonormal basis for the dual space to a fixed Cartan subalgebra h of F 4 . With respect to this basis the roots of F 4 are given by
As in the case of the E 8 , we denote the roots of type 177 by the corresponding sequence of + and -signs, the roots of type 77 by the corresponding ί -j, and the roots of type 7 merely by the corresponding ±j. Thus l/2(^ + z 2 + z 3 -z 4 ) is denoted (+ + H ), z z -z 2 is denoted 3 -2, z 4 is denoted 4, and so on. Also, we use (7) U (77), (77), etc. to denote the subalgebras determined by these roots, when no confusion results.
We note that the roots have two lengths. Roots in (/) and {III} have length 1, and roots in (II) have length i/T. The Weyl group W of F 4 acts transitively on the roots of each length.
As in the case of E s above, using Theorem 1.4 we see that if p is a maximal rank, reductive, primitive subalgebra, and if p - First we observe that if K Al = {±a} and the other K Aι = {±/S}, then not both a and β can be shorter roots, or else [A λ , A L ] Φ 0 contradicting fact that the two copies of A v were ideals in p. Thus it is sufficient to consider only three cases for a, β (up to conjugacy):
(1) 1, 2 -3 (2) 1 + 2, 1 -2 (3) 1 -2, 3 -4. In the first case, Ki\ -{±4}, and the Lie algebra generated by A\ 0 (Aί) 1 = A\@A X is more than A\ 0 A, (e.g., 1 + 4), but not all of F 4 (e.g., (+ + + +)). Thus A\@Z can't be primitive.
In the second case K$% = {±3, ±4, ±3 ± 4}, and (Af) L = ί? 2 . In the third case, if^ = {±(1+2), ±(3 + 4), ±(++ + +), ±(+ + )}, and again (Al) 1 = B 2 . Since the Weyl group is transitive on the shorter roots, there is some element w such that w(+ + + +) = 1. Then w(+ H ) is a shorter root orthogonal to 1, and hence, using a signed permutation if necessary, we may assume w(+ H -) = 2. Then since w(l + 2) and w(3 + 4) are orthogonal to neither 1 nor 2, and they are orthogonal to each other, we must have w({±(3 + 4), ±(1 + 2)}) = {±1 ± 2}. Hence w takes the B 2 from case (3) into the B 2 of case (2). Thus w takes B£ into i? 2 x , which is just Al in each case. Hence cases (2) and (3) are conjugate, and we only need to consider case (2) . In this case we claim A\®B 2 is not primitive. In particular A\@B 2 is a subalgebra of the algebra (I)\J(Π), and Wφ^c W {I)l){II) .
For let we W A *® B2 . Then w must preserve each summand, and within each summand it must preserve the roots of each length. Hence w takes {±3, ±4} onto itself. Also w preserves {±1 ± 2}.
If w(l)e(IΠ)
(and thus w (2) This algebra is maximal and thus primitive. If K As a (77), then we may assume K H = {±1 ±2, ±2 ± 3, ±1 ± 3}. Then K L H = {±4}, and we have A, 0 A 3 . This is covered by Case 1. On the other hand, K Az can have at most one root (and its negative) in (7), or else it would also have one in (77), contradicting the fact that all roots of A 3 have the same length. Thus, if K Az a(I) U (777), then all but at most one root (and its negative) are in (777). This is impossible. This is not contained in F± as a maximal rank subalgebra. As above, all 7? 4 c F 4 are conjugate, and we may assume K B4 =-(7) U (77). This is maximal, and thus primitive. The roots of A 2 are all of the same length. The only way to imbed A 2 , then, is as roots of longer length,.
i.e., K A2 = {±α 2 , ±(3^ + a 2 ) ± (Sa λ + 2a 2 )}. This is maximal and hence primitive. There are two possibilities up to conjugacy for K Al = {±/3}, namely, β = a λ and β = a 2 , since the Weyl group acts transitively on roots of each length, and there are two lengths of roots in K Gt hat of a v and that of a 2 .
If Thus ^±(3^ + 2a 2 ) = ±(3^ + 2α 2 ). Hence /G TΓ^. Thus A, is not primitive.
Case 3. p = A?. Since ^2 is not contained in the roots of one length, we have, up to conjugacy, K A * = {±a 19 ±(Sa 1 + 2<^2)}. This is maximal, and thus primitive.
